U.S. NAVY USES PROPRIETARY
ATI ALLOY FOR NEW
DESTROYER SHIPS By Stephanie O’Connor
LASCOR panels use a design similar to
corrugated cardboard and consist of two
sheets of metal welded to a corrugated
metal core. They combine the economical
features of low-density materials with the
high-strength advantages of traditional steel
superstructures. Other advantages include a
modular panel flexible design for assembly;
a lower center of gravity for ship construction when used for topside applications;
better life-cycle maintenance costs;
enhanced corrosion resistance; and
improved flatness.
ATI began working in partnership with
CTC and ATS on this project in 2005. CTC
operates the Navy Metalworking Center, an
organization sponsored by the Office of
Naval Research Manufacturing Technology
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BETTER DEFENSE SYSTEMS
THROUGH MISSION CRITICAL METALLICS
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ATI Defense offers a secure, stable, integrated supply of military grade
metal products ideal for maritime applications.
• ATI 425®-MIL cold rollable titanium offers strength and corrosion
resistance comparable to 6-4 titanium while providing better
formability.
• ATI 2003® lean duplex stainless is a proven, economical solution
for naval applications requiring corrosion resistance, strength and
better life-cycle maintenance costs.
It’s the reason you need ATI Defense, a leading source of advanced
mission-critical metallics on land, at sea and in the air.
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